Logistik Dental Trade. Europe-wide.

Logistical strength in the dental trade.
Dental expertise for more than 20 years.

Our services - Your benefit
Customer orientation is our first priority
We set new standards and are therefore a valued partner for all our
customers by assuring a maximum quality, an efficiently working customer
service and the focus on cost efficiency.

Purchasing & procurement
Warehousing

Composition
of the product range

Order processing
Order picking

Shipping & Organization
of transport to
end customer,
technician, depot

Import and
export management

Sales
Customer service

Article master data
& price maintenance

Supplier returns
Customer returns

Logistical strength. Europe-wide.
Benefit from more than 20 years of experience
GLS Logistik is a leading and innovative wholesale and
service company in the German and European dental
industry. We support our affiliated depots by fulfilling the
discerning requirements of the dentists, dental laboratories,
clinics and hospitals. We provide our customers with all
consumable and disposable materials as well as with spare
parts for dentistry, dental technology and dental medicine
from our warehouses in Kassel. Through our intensive and
successful cooperation with our national and international
partners in industry and trade, we are able to offer all
benefits of a central and bundled procurement of more than
135,000 different products. Our customers can profit from
our experience in the realization and optimization of our
purchasing and logistics processes which helps them to
develop new market opportunities.

Facts and Figures

2,400 m2
Small parts storage
5,400 m2
Bulk container storage
thereof 200 m2
spare parts storage

7,800 m2 storage space

135,000
Items available for order

Administration:
40 employees

46,000
Items in stock

46,000 Items
immediately available

Warehouse:
60 employees

Service level 96 %

Employees: 100

Facts and Figures
Logistical services at the highest level
Our objective is to process every order on the
same day to ensure on-time delivery to all
customers. At the same time we strive to be the
market leader in the area of part availability as
well as in the accuracy of the order processing.

Partners and Expertise
Excellent service needs strong partners
The constant adaption to customer needs,
innovative ideas and a distinct awareness of
costs create the foundation for an existence
based on partnerships in the national and
international markets. Therefore we cooperate
with numerous major suppliers.

Michael Herdt, general manager

Ilona Vaubel, assistant of the general manager

„We stand for partnership, reliability and internationality.“

GLS Logistik GmbH & Co. Dental Handel KG
Falderbaumstr. 7b
Logistik

34123 Kassel - Germany
Fon +49 (0) 561 58 987 - 0

info@gls-dental.de

Fax +49 (0) 561 58 987 - 210

www.gls-dental.de

Volker Hildebrand, purchasing manager

